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Abstract
The management of the power consumption is an important subject, which is getting attention
of several segments in computers industry. Nowadays, the management is accomplished
independently, in each machine, without taking into account the network requirements and the other
components. This paper presents a Management Information Base (MIB) used to control the energy
consumption of a computational equipment network, through the SNMP protocol (Simple Network
Management Protocol). In critical situations, as when external power fails, an Uninterruptible
Power Supply (UPS) is used, and the rationalization of power consumption allows a better use of
the UPS batteries. During normal operation − when there is external power supply, with adequate
quality−, the rationalization of the consumption results in the economy of financial resources.
The implemented MIB allows to control several equipment, as computers, hubs or switches,
and it makes possible the use of the existent personal computers management standards (APM and
ACPI) that allow the reduction of energy consumption without turning off the equipment. In the
following, initially we introduce some considerations about the SNMP protocol and about the
power management standards for personal computers, APM and ACPI. In the sequence, the MIB
for power management is presented and analyzed. Some additional considerations finish the paper.
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1 Introduction
Power consumption is a subject that is attracting attention in many segments of our society, as
the natural resources available for power generation are limited and should be preserved. Moreover,
the rationalization has essential importance in systems that operate with limited power resources, as
notebooks and computer systems which are temporarily being supplied by batteries backup.
In the scenario defined for this work, a computer network is supplied by an UPS, connected to
an external source of energy. When detecting external power failure (referred in this paper as power
fail), the UPS provides uninterruptible energy for the system. However, depending on particular
characteristics implemented by manufacturers, these equipment offer different levels of support

concerning the operational system. Some types of UPS keep energy supply until total discharge of
batteries, followed by the power interruption, without previous notice to the equipment (load). This
procedure is harmful, specially when these equipment are computers. Other UPS provide warnings
about the remaining operation time or about the batteries imminent discharge; this allows the user to
safely provide store data or the automatic shutdown of the computer, before the battery is fully
discharged.
However, the operation time of the batteries can be maximized if some measures for reduction
of power consumption are taken as soon as power fail is detected. Servers should be kept energized,
but workstations can be forced to low consumption states or even can be turned off, after saving the
necessary data and the operational context. A hierarchy of priorities can be defined for the different
groups of equipment types or user classes; therefore, the shutdown can be done in a gradual and
orderly way, as required in some environments. This strategy can be refined to the point of just
accomplishing the immediate shutdown of the temporarily inactive stations. It may provide the
shutdown of the remaining ones only if the duration of the power fail is prolonged, when the
alternative power supply (battery or battery backup) of the system runs the risk of being finished. It
is important to remember that the monitors are responsible for approximately half of the computer
systems power consumption [NOR97]; these devices can be placed in low consumption states,
without interrupting the operation of the station. Additionally, other equipment such as sound cards
and printers may also be considered concerning their power consumption characteristics.
With the goal of reducing power consumption in periods of idleness of personal computers
(PCs), some standards have been developed since the beginning of the 90’s. The strategies which
are frequently adopted are designated Advanced Power Management, or simply APM, and
Advanced Configuration and Power Interface Specification, or ACPI. They specify hardware and
software characteristics and also the respective interfaces, allowing the operating system (OS) to
control the consumption in the hardware components.
Based in these points, we propose a system of control energy, manage in conjunction of an
UPS, to be used in a computer network: reduced consumption states are forced when occurs a
power failure of the external supply. The result is the minimum impact in service availability and
the maximization of the battery capacity. The use of native management support (APM, ACPI)
joined with the SNMP protocol, which is used to obtain the information of the external power
conditions and also to control equipment, is proposed to accomplish this task, as shown in figure 1.
Concerning this paper, our particular objective is to analyze the necessary information to
accomplish the control of the consumption of the different kind of equipment attached to the
network, through remote operations sent by a SNMP manager. From this analysis, the structure of
the management information base MIB is obtained, which contains the necessary information to the
control of the equipment, through an SNMP agent installed in each node of the network.
The text of the article is organized in the following way: in section 2 we present a short
description of SNMP and the MIB structure. In section 3, the main standards of power management
in personal computers are presented and, in section 4, these aspects are related to the control
through the SNMP. The implemented MIB is presented in the section 5, including some comments
on the practical results. Finally, our conclusions from this work are gathered and some perspectives
are discussed.

2 The SNMP
The structure of the SNMP protocol [ROS96, STA96] is based on the use of managers −
programs located in a management station that is responsible for controlling and monitoring the
several agents of the network − and agents − programs that contain a management information base,
and are located in each node of the network to be managed.
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Figure 1 – Power Management using SNMP
Sometimes, an agent has to accomplish the information control of a remote node that is unable
to communicate through SNMP. This agent, named proxy, is responsible for translating the
information between the device and the management application allowing to control and to monitor
also this kind of equipment.
During the execution of its activities, the SNMP manager accomplishes basically two
operations: get − reading of parameter values in agent nodes, that allows to monitor the
characteristics of the node; and set − writing of parameter values in agent nodes, that results in their
change. Another operation − get−next − makes easy the reading of the next value (in the sequence)
of the information base.
The only way of communication started by the agent is the trap, that informs to the manager the
occurrence of some special condition. This asynchronous communication is used by the agent to
obtain the manager’s attention. A trap does not require an answer; its arrival is neither ensured.
When a trap is received, the manager has to activate the necessary interactions to the treatment of
the managed node, identifying the nature and the extension of the problem.
It is important to point out that, in the SNMP protocol, during the exchanges of information
with the agent, the manager does not stop its operations to wait for the answers. The SNMP has a
time−out control, executed along with other management functions, that allows the detection of
communication flaws among the nodes. The detection mechanism in the manager is based on the
absence of answers to the messages sent.
2.1

Management Information

The information kept in the agent nodes is organized in management information bases,
generally referred by the acronym MIB. The MIB is defined in a structure designated Structure of
Management Information, SMI [PER97].
The MIB contains the definition of the objects, that correspond to the characteristics of each
resource that may interest to the management. In this way, the MIB does not contain values of
instances; when the manager requests an information, the agent must accomplish the request to the
node (through system calls) to transmit the corresponding value. This operation is extremely
important, because the manager will always receive the updated value as the answer to a requisition.

On the other hand, it allows the agent accomplish system calls just when some information is
requested by the management application. In figure 2, a description of standard MIB is presented.
The particular implementations used by enterprises, or the experimental ones, are accomplished
through the definition of new objects added to a standard MIB, by one of the three following
possibilities: a) expanding the definition of the MIB−2 subtree by defining a new subtree; b) an
experimental MIB can be built for a private application. Once finished this implementation, the
defined objects should be subsequently approved by the Internet Architecture Board − IAB
[POS96] (IAB supplies a registration for each new implementation) and then be moved to the mgmt
subtree; c) adding an extension in the private subtree.

MIB original nodes: iso, ccitt and joint−this−ccitt.
Vertices of interest:
org: for organizations usage
dod: Department of Defense (USA)
internet: used by the IAB
directory: reserved − use with OSI directory
mgmt: defined or approved by the IAB objects
experimental IAB: objects used in tests
private: unilaterally defined objects

Figure 2 − MIB

3 The Main Standards for Power Management
Two power management standards are largely adopted by the personal computers (PC)
industry; the characteristics there defined are available in the majority of the PC fabricated now.
Advanced Power Management [INT96], known by the acronym APM, was one of the first
efforts of the industry of PCs for the standardization of power management. It consists of the
interface specification between the layers of software − BIOS (Basic Input Output System) and of
the OS − that controls the use of energy in function of the activity level of the system.
Advanced Configuration and Power Interface [INT96a], briefly referred as ACPI, describes the
interface between the hardware and software for management of PCs. ACPI has been proposed to
substitute APM and has taken the consumption management from BIOS to the SO. The
specification covers several domains, but our description in this paper is restricted to the
mechanisms for power management.
3.1

The Advanced Power Management Specification

An APM system has the components illustrated in figure 3, where three different software
layers are identified: BIOS; OS driver; and applications, that should cooperate to reduce the energy

consumption.
The BIOS takes care of administering the management, accomplishing it by itself when an
APM driver is not available in the operating system. Each BIOS is implemented with particular
properties for each platform by the machine manufacturer.
When the OS driver is loaded, it establishes a connection with the BIOS which starts to
communicate the events to the OS and to execute commands sent by him. The OS driver has three
main functions: to accomplish the interface between applications and BIOS; to coordinate the
management strategy in multitask environments; and to identify management opportunities that are
not obvious for BIOS and applications.

Figure 3 – APM System Architecture
After having established the connection, the OS driver requests information to BIOS in regular
intervals. When BIOS reports that the system should enter in low consumption mode, the OS driver
sends the information to the applications and to the device drivers to execute the appropriate
procedures for saving the machine context. Just after this procedure, the BIOS is liberated to
continue the operation.
The applications can contribute with the management informing to the OS about the necessary
resources for the processing. In that layer, there are also drivers that realize the power management
for the devices that are not directly controlled by the BIOS. Applications that participate of the
power management are registered in the OS driver and notified of the management events.
The APM standard defines five power states:
•
full on: system works normally and the devices stay energized; consumption is not
reduced because APM is not active;
•
enabled: system works normally but the processor clock is reduced or cut, when possible,
causing reduction in energy consumption. Devices also can be managed from this state;
•
standby: system stops processing and the devices are placed in states of minimum
consumption. It is established after short inactivity period and reaches the whole system.
The time of return to the enabled state is small;
•
suspend: similar to standby, but the reduction in consumption is larger. This state is
established when the system is maintained idle for long time. The time to return to the
enabled state is great;

•
3.2

off: the energy supply of the machine is interrupted. The system must be restarted to
come back to the active state.
The Advanced Configuration and Power Interface Specification

The ACPI standard considers three basic components:
•
tables: contain descriptions of the hardware and functions for energy management. The
OS should possess an interpreter for those instructions;
•
registers: accomplish the control of the hardware described in the tables;
•

BIOS: it is the part of the firmware that implements the specification. The instructions
code of BIOS makes the initialization of the machine and implements operations of
hardware management.
Figure 4 shows the components of an ACPI system and illustrates the relationships among these
components and others in the system.

Figure 4 – ACPI Structure
The ACPI standard defines four power states. When the computer is being used, it stays in the
working state, referred by G0. When the computer is idle, it is taken to the sleeping state, called
G1. In the following state, called soft off or G2, the computer consumes the smallest amount of
energy. Almost all the devices are turned off, staying powered just those programmed to wake up
the computer (keyboard or fax/modem card, for instance). In the mechanical off state, referred as
G3, the machine is completely turned off.
There are similar states for devices, designated by D0, D1, D2 or D3 and for processors,
identified by C0, C1, C2 or C3. The sublevels in both cases are similar to that defined for the
system (G0 to G3).
While the computer is on, it is placed alternately in the states working and sleeping. In the
working state, the computer has all the available functionality. Devices and processors that are not
being used can be placed in low power mode (D1−D3, C1−C3); in this case, the devices can come

back to the active state in a short period of time, whose duration is variable for each device type. In
the working state the computer can operate with different clock speeds to reflect the wanted or
acceptable adjustment among speed, consumption, heating and noise emission.
When the computer is idle, or when the user presses the power button, the OS leads the system
to a sleeping state or to the soft off state.
Soft off is the state of smaller consumption that the OS can put the equipment but, differently
of a sleeping state, no context information is saved. The only powered circuits are those responsible
for waking up the computer in the presence of events. The difference of that state for turned off is
that the system can be wakened up by events like a phone call, a key pressed or the detection of a
network packet.
3.2

Considerations about APM and ACPI

The initial design of PCs (in the beginning of the 80’s), has not anticipated power management
properties, because there were not independent lines of supplying the devices. The APM
specification, in turn, just describes software aspects, leaving the implementation of the hardware
quite free. For that reason, the necessary support of hardware to the energy management was not
developed. In spite of anticipating devices management, APM implementations are restricted to the
management of the processor, of the hard disk and of the monitor [MIC98].
This specification leaves open the property of turning off the system by software (this is not
mentioned in the standard) and it does not define wake up events. Thereby, although it has been
important as the first standardized strategy of power management, APM contains restrictions to the
complete power management of the machine.
ACPI is quite flexible because it extends the definition of the aspects of power management.
Besides the software interface, ACPI also describes the hardware interface, in way to standardize
the implementation of devices and allows the computer to be turned off by software and wakened
up by events. To be conformed to this specification, the hardware architecture has to ensure
individualized supply lines for each device.
Computers built according to APM can be remotely managed with some restrictions. As the
specification does not determine that the hardware can be turned off by software, the system can
just be placed in sleeping states (standby or preferably suspend). If the shutdown is needed, the OS
may be requested to shutoff the user’s applications and to take the machine to a safe state for the
shutdown, that should be done manually. The turn on of the machines should be made manually
because this standard does not define mechanisms for the system to wake up in the presence of
events. The remote manager can also act individually on the monitor and on the hard−disk.
In APM systems, additional hardware has to be provided to accomplish the total cut of the
power. It is possible to create a device, controlled by the computer, between the computer and the
source of energy, capable to cut the supply after the shutdown.
The computers that implement ACPI can be managed in a broader manner then the APM
computers, although the procedures are of rather similar application. In those computers, the local
agent can request that the computer is placed in soft off, that presents minimum energy
consumption and allows the network interface to wake up the computer when receiving a packet
with this order. In this way, the manager can also control the wake up of the computers. ACPI also
allows the individualized control of devices.
In practice, we find in a network, computers that do not own energy management support and
others with specific characteristics for the management. For the first group, it is possible to
accomplish a poor utilization, with simple states: on or off. To control these equipment, it is
necessary to add hardware devices that are manageable, which make possible to wake up and

shutdown them. The equipment with specific characteristics of power management should be
individually studied to identify the implemented mechanisms.

4 Power Management using SNMP
The system, or the network in this case, must have a software manager that gathers information
about the external power supply − or about the backup alternative used under power fail or
emergency conditions − received by of the equipment network. A software agent has to be available
in each managed equipment; it has to be able of accomplishing two basic functions:
•
to be notified by the OS about the events (mainly changing) in the state of energy of the
equipment and its devices, and consequently to send these information to the remote
manager using SNMP traps;
•
to receive commands (get, get−next, set) from the SNMP manager and to send them to
the OS to change de power state of the equipment as wanted.
The implementation of the agent involves the definition of a series of system characteristics,
such as the power management standard to be used, the OS that is executed and the hardware
architecture of the computer (Intel, Apple, Sun workstation, among others).
The manager should be informed about the transitions in the power state of each equipment. It
allows the definition of strategies in view of the reduction in power consumption. These data may
be presented with graphic support, what will turn easy the user analysis. In presence of an
interruption of the external energy supply, when the network directly takes profit of the batteries
through an UPS, the manager should coordinate the actions that will be accomplished by the agents
to take the machines to the wanted states.

5 Implemented MIB
The implemented MIB has been planned to cover a varied range of computer equipment. A
previous study [KRO99a] has identified two approaches of power consumption management
(corresponding to the APM and ACPI standards). The great majority of personal computers offered
in the commercial market ensures compatibility with one of these standards. Thereby, the groups
apm and acpi were created and they describe the power state of the computer (objects
systemStatus and procStatus) and of each device (objects id, desc and status included in the
tables devACPITable and devAPMTable in the MIB). The resulting structure is shown in figure 5.
The object systemStatus of the group acpi in ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation One) is
described in the information base as reproduced in the following:
systemStatus
SYNTAX
MAX−ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
::= {acpi 1}

OBJECT−TYPE
INTEGER { G0(0), G1(1), G2(2), G3(3) }
read−write
current
"equipment power state"

In this way, it is possible to the manager to receive information concerning the object
systemStatus, which describes the power state of the equipment, and to change this value by
notifying the agent of this operation.
Two classes of equipment do not fit in the previous categories: the equipment with own
management mechanisms, and those without support to power management.
For the first class − equipment with own management politics − we have created the generic
group that, in addition to the previously defined objects for the groups apm and acpi, has a power

states description table (stTable).
For the second class − equipment with no support for power management − we can also use
that group although with quite reduced functionality. These equipment can just indicate that they
are powered on.
The information base owns an object manType to describe the type of management that is
supported by the equipment. The ASN.1 description of the object is shown in the following:
manType
SYNTAX
MAX−ACCESS
STATUS
DESCRIPTION
::= {system 1}

OBJECT−TYPE
INTEGER {generic(1), apm(2), acpi(3)}
read−only
current
"equipment management type"

Figure 5 – The implemented MIB
By hypothesis, an external power fail occurs in the computer network defined by figure 1. The
equipment that implement ACPI and that are temporarily in low power state (without use), may be
turned off immediately. The agent is responsible to inform the OS that to accomplish the safe
saving of the open files). In the same way, the machines that implement APM and are in low power
state can request the shutoff of the applications and of the OS (shutdown). These machines should
be turned off manually.
The computers that are processing will be informed of the event and, depending on their
operational priority − established individually or by classes − will start to save files and will perhaps
provide the shutdown after a predefined period of time, or when the batteries reach a predefined

state. Computers that are running processes without interaction with the user can have their
respective monitors turned off by the manager, resulting in smaller power consumption by the
overall system.
To validate the operation of the proposed MIB, we developed an SNMP agent whose main
functions are to control and to modify the equipment states. This agent has been implemented in a
personal computer that uses the ACPI standard approach, under the Microsoft Windows 98 OS.
A SNMP manager, which provides the exchange of information with this agent, has been
developed to monitor and to define the values modification. The manager monitors the UPS battery
status through an SNMP proxy agent, as shown in figure 6.

Figure 6 – Scenario of experiment
The UPS informs the battery load conditions of the proxy agent (A) through the serial port.
This agent implements a particular MIB, that has been proposed as a result of a study involving
several UPS MIB implementations. This MIB is driven to the quality of energy management and to
control UPS equipment. Additional information about this MIB may be asked directly to the
authors; just a preliminary paper on it has been published [PER98]. This agent is executed on a PC
computer, under Microsoft Windows NT OS; it has been implemented as an extension of the
Microsoft agent [MUR98].
The SNMP manager (B) (developed for Linux OS) detects the occurrence of changes in the
conditions of the power supplied by the UPS and acts in the agents of the controlled equipment. The
behavior of the manager is determined by the configuration files that contain the rules which
implement mechanisms corresponding to the policies for the different scenarios. This manager is
capable to interact with many UPS. When detecting the occurrence of pre−defined power events,
the manager sends SNMP messages to the agent of the controlled equipment, changing its state. A
detailed description of the manager can be found in [KRO99b]. More details may be asked directly
from the paper authors.
The power control agent (C), in accordance with the notifications of the manager, turns off its
devices when requested. In our prototype, when identifying the occurrence of low battery event, the
manager sends a message to the agents to turn off the computer monitors, reducing the consumption
for about a half, or placing all the equipment in a low consumption state. To control the
consumption of the monitor, the agent interacts directly with the BIOS through the interruption 15
service. The control of the equipment consumption is carried through the SetSystemPowerState
Windows API System Call.
Other possibilities of energy control are being developed as, for instance, agents for equipment

with APM support and agents compatible with other OS platforms.

6 Conclusions
We may identify two main properties in this work: simplicity on the development of agents
which are capable to interact with the OS and with the SNMP manager, without overloading the
node; and also the flexibility that allows the implementation of agents for a large spectrum of
equipment.
The developed MIB makes possible the construction of a centralized power management
system that is able to rationalize the energy consumption. Using this power management MIB, the
manager may send commands that control the power consumption in different equipment modifying
the power state. The information described by the MIB also allows the creation of management
applications to visualize the use and the consumption of equipment network.
Additionally, the management system may be used as much in situations of external power fail,
where an UPS equipment ensures the uninterruptible power supply of the computer network, as in
situations where the goal is the rationalization of energy in view of natural and financial resources
economy.
An SNMP agent which is able to accomplish the operations of the information base presented
in the Microsoft Windows 98 operating system is being tested. This agent accomplishes the
management of machines that implement the ACPI standard.
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